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Press release 12 September 2023 

 

Saab receives order for additional 

functionality for Gripen E 

 
Saab and the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration 

(FMV) have entered into an agreement regarding new 

functionality and adjusted delivery schedules for Gripen 

E and Gripen C/D. The agreement relates to the period 

2023-2030 and the order value is approximately SEK 5.8 

billion.  

 
FMV and Saab have agreed to revise their existing agreement regarding 

development and production of Gripen E by adding new functionality, 

which includes changes to the electronic warfare-, communication- and 

reconnaissance systems, as well as changes to the delivery schedules 

for Gripen E and Gripen C/D.  
In order to secure the Swedish Armed Forces’ operative fighter 

capability, the Armed Forces, FMV and Saab have agreed on adjusted 

development- and delivery plans, enabling continued development and 

operation of Gripen C/D after 2030 in parallel with the introduction of the 

next generation fighter, Gripen E.  

“This agreement further underlines the very close collaboration between 

Saab, FMV and the Swedish Armed Forces. I am very proud that we are 

contributing to the operative capability of the Armed Forces by further 

strengthening the capability of the Gripen system, which is a world-class 

fighter aircraft,” says Lars Tossman, head of Saab’s business area 

Aeronautics.  

 

Saab is a leading defence and security company with an enduring mission, to help nations keep their people 

and society safe. Empowered by its 19,000 talented people, Saab constantly pushes the boundaries of 

technology to create a safer, more sustainable and more equitable world. Saab designs, manufactures and 

maintains advanced systems in aeronautics, weapons, command and control, sensors and underwater 

systems. Saab is headquartered in Sweden. It has major operations all over the world and is part of the 

domestic defence capability of several nations. 

 

The information is such that Saab AB is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. 

The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person set out above, on 12 

September 2023 at 09.45 (CET). 
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